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Get the Led Out &

Your Rock 'n Roll On!
Nation's Premier Led
Zeppelin Tribute Band

You loved them so much we’re bringing
them back! Get The Led Out (GTLO),
the “American Led Zeppelin,” takes
the stage March 28-30 at 8 PM!
Led Zeppelin created timeless anthems which
have been enjoyed by generations of rock
and roll fans. Joel Barrios of Rock the Night
Miami says that what made Zeppelin truly
great is the “vast spectrum of sound one can
enjoy while listening to their anthology…”
from early metal to folksy, bluesy and “mindbendingly mystical.” Get the Led Out brings
high energy, enthusiasm and so much of
the Zeppelin catalogue to their shows.

One of the best
live concert
experiences.
- Rock the Night Miami

In 2003, musicians
and recording
industry veterans
Paul Hammond and
Paul Sinclair were
playing gigs in Kings
Manor, PA. Their
monthly Led Zeppelin set
became increasingly popular,
but when they were approached by
other local musicians to put together
a Led Zeppelin tribute band, they
initially refused. Ultimately they put the
band together with the goal of staying
true to the Zeppelin sound, honoring the
legendary band rather than imitating it.

“Tangerine,” and the “Battle of Evermore”
performed in its original instrumentation.
During their shows, you’ll hear Theremin,
Mandolin, harmonica, multiple guitars –
12 string, acoustic, electric – and dozens
of other instruments used to replicate
the precise tones that can be heard
on original Led Zeppelin albums.
Band members include Paul Sinclair
(Lead Vocals, Harmonica), Paul Hammond
(Electric and Acoustic Guitars, Mandolin,
Theremin), Jimmy Marchiano (Electric
and Acoustic Guitars, Vocals), Andrew
Lipke (Keyboards, Guitar, Vocals,
Percussion), Adam Ferraioli (Drums,
Percussion) and Phil D’Agostino (Bass).
From the grand and epic, to the folky
and mystical, Get the Led Out captures
the essence of the recorded music of
Led Zeppelin and brings it to the Arts
Center stage March 28–30.
Tickets are $ 51 and may be
purchased by calling the box
office at 843.842.ARTS 2787
or online at artshhi.com.

Based in Philadelphia, these six veteran
musicians are intent on delivering Led
Zeppelin live, like you’ve never heard
it before. Their concerts celebrate Led
Zeppelin’s early years and they also play
some of the deeper cuts that were seldom, if
ever, heard in concert. GTLO also includes a
special “acoustic set” with Zep favorites like
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